ESSAY OUTLINE FOR COMPARISON/CONTRAST POINT BY POINT

TITLE: ____________________________________________

INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPH

1. Opening comments to attract the reader’s attention: ______________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2. Thesis with points: ____________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

FIRST SUPPORTING PARAGRAPH—FIRST POINT

Topic Sentence: __________________________________________________________

FIRST SUBJECT __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example________________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example________________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example________________________________________________________________

SECOND SUBJECT __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example________________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example________________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example________________________________________________________________
SECOND SUPPORTING PARAGRAPH--SECOND POINT

Topic Sentence: ____________________________________________________________

FIRST SUBJECT __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________

SECOND SUBJECT _________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________

THIRD SUPPORTING PARAGRAPH--THIRD POINT

Topic Sentence: ____________________________________________________________

FIRST SUBJECT __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________

SECOND SUBJECT _________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________
+ Detail/example __________________________________________________________

CLOSING PARAGRAPH--Conclusion ___________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________